
Dear Representative: 

What a time for this nation!  An African-American man is poised on the brink of the presidency 
for the first time in history.  A woman has accepted the vice-presidential nomination for only 
the second time in history.  And, less than one hundred years after women gained the right to 
vote in this country, a woman ran a historic campaign for presidency that nearly led to the 
White House.  Clearly, now is the time to challenge the status quo and hold ourselves to a 
higher standard, fighting and ending oppression that harms all – both those who are oppressed 
and those who are not. 

We have read your Checklist for Change and applaud your efforts in uniting, from your 
perspective as women legislators, to identify the key issues that are of concern in this country 
today.  The visibility of women in power, working together for change, sends a strong 
message. 

We recognize that these key issues must be broad in scope, and not limited to what may be 
perceived as strictly “women’s issues.”  The country is at a critical place in many areas:  our 
place in the world, environmental issues, energy policy, poverty, the economy...  However - 
and unfortunately, many people in a position to call attention to critical issues miss a problem 
that has existed and persisted for generations:  the core issue of the objectification and 
marginalization, and consequently the oppression, of women that continues in this nation 
even into this 21st century of change.  The oppression of women has deep seated and historic 
roots in this society.  Pay inequity is one of the many by-products of this oppression - but 
focusing on just it misses the deeper core issues that must be addressed if real change is to 
occur. 

Pay inequity is a symptom of a larger problem. It is not the result of an oversight or a poor 
management practice – rather it is rooted in the ongoing and persistent oppression of women.  
To identify pay inequity as a single issue misses the root cause; to miss the root cause may 
result in little real progress being made to resolve this issue - or any of the issues that result 
from the oppression of women. 

We are reaching out to you from the perspective of community service providers who deal 
with one of the darkest aspects of the oppression of women:  domestic and sexual violence.  
At Blackburn Center Against Domestic & Sexual Violence, we have been responding to the 
needs of victims of domestic and sexual violence for more than 30 years.  Across this country, 
agencies like ours have been engaged in the same kind of work for as long - or longer.  But 
we're wearying of the fight, discouraged by the last seven years of fighting the erosion of 
funding and the backlash in the media and in popular culture about the dynamics of domestic 
and sexual violence (have "girls" really gone "wild"?).  Not only do women continue to be 
marginalized, but the issues of domestic and sexual violence have taken a back seat to other 
concerns - while the violence continues and lives are lost. 

Gender inequality has resulted in society’s acceptance of violence towards women and 
reinforces the belief that violence against women is acceptable.  Further, it reinforces the 
belief that women should remain silent when they are subjected to violent acts perpetrated 
by men.  This inequality serves to support reactions of insensitivity and disbelief when women 
report experiences of violence. 



We need your powerful voices to include ending violence against women in the checklist for 
change.  As with any form of oppression, the results of the oppression of women are 
devastating.  Women are beaten, raped, threatened and killed by the thousands every year in 
this country – not overseas or in some country we’ve never heard of but here, in our own 
backyards.  According to the Commonwealth Fund , nearly one-third of American women (31 i

percent) report being physically or sexually abused by a husband or boyfriend at some point in 
their lives.  These women lose opportunities to experience any of the changed future the 
Democratic Women for Change propose and will work hard to achieve. 

We know that things will not change until there is consistent and primary attention to these 
issues.  This attention includes providing adequate funding for services for victims of domestic 
and sexual violence, but it must go further.  We must identify and address the conditions that 
result in and support this type of violence.  This does not mean that we must teach women 
how to not be victims, but rather that we must remove the oppressive factors that permit and 
encourage, whether overtly or covertly, violence against women. 

Advocates across this nation work daily and around the clock to support victims of violence 
against women, and their children, families and communities.  We help victims raise their 
voices about the physical and emotional scars that they bear as a result of violence occurring 
in their intimate and everyday lives.  But – we need the voices of the Democratic Women for 
Change to be raised as well.   Yours are voices that carry weight.  You have a national 
audience. 

When we first read that a group of Congresswomen had identified a list of key issues for this 
election, we were heartened.  Finally, we had hope that real work might begin to demand 
that meaningful attention be paid to gender inequality.  We challenge you to re-open your 
discussion and amend your checklist for change to include ending violence against women.   
We are counting on you to truly make this a year of change for the women in this country by 
beginning this important and much needed conversation. 

Sincerely, 

Ann M. Emmerling     Leonard R. Caric 

Executive Director     President, Board of Directors 

 The Commonwealth Fund, Health Concerns Across a Woman’s Lifespan: 1998 Survey of i

Women’s Health, May 1999; www.endabuse.org<http://www.endabuse.org>. 
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